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PROGRAM
NAT GRANT
Aviette (world premiere)
 I Rain Was Running
 II Transmission
 III Neon No
 IV Swale

NAT BARTSCH
For Mary

CHRISTINA VANTZOU / STEPHANIE ARNOLD
These Tender Threads
 I Not Macht Efinderisch (Necessity Is The Mother of Invention)
 II You Don't Have Points To Anchor Your Life On
 III All Through The Night

ANDREA KELLER
Flicker #1 (world premiere)

ARVO PÄRT
Mozart-Adagio

NAT BARTSCH
Into The Light

ANDREA KELLER  (arr. Georgina Lewis)
Golden Strawberries



ABOUT THE MUSIC

Memories weave over and throughout our lives, shape us, define us, and rewrite 
the ways we imagine the world. As fragile and ever-changing narratives of our 
experiences and who we are, they shift and change, sink away and reappear when 
we least expect them. A memory will brighten or dull our picture of a time gone by. 
It will affect our perception of who we are and who we have become. ‘How We 
Remember’ explores the ways in which music conjures up memories, describes
memories and can itself be a memory.

ABOUT THE ENSEMBLE

Solstice is a contemporary piano trio based in Melbourne. The group focuses on 
performing, commissioning and arranging works which move away from 
traditional piano trio repertoire and span a wide range of musical genres, with a 
particular interest in performing works by local composers.

Solstice extends the concert experience by creating a space for social connection 
and the sharing of ideas. Solstice explores and collaborates across diverse styles of 
music and art, seeking out unique performance spaces, using its programs to draw 
links with contemporary themes and looking for new ways to engage the audience.

Melbourne Recital Centre acknowledges the people of the Kulin nation on whose land this concert is being presented.
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